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 Christopher Hall in Reading Scripture with the Church Fathers recounts the story of 
Thomas Oden's transformation from liberal theologian to a scholar with a deep respect for 
Biblical orthodoxy. This revolution began when Oden abandoned the teachings of Sartre and 
Bultmann for the Patristic writings of Nemesius.
1
 In fact, Hall writes of Oden's theological 
conversion that "he increasingly realized that theology could be, indeed, must be done in the 
context of the worshipping community of the church, a fellowship that stretched across a vast 
expanse of years, cultures, and languages."
2
 Thomas Oden's desire to return the church to the 
Patristic ideal as it would draw the community of the redeemed back together in unity and 
fellowship sounds appealing. It sounds especially appealing in a time when the divide between 
denominations grows wider and the schisms within many denominations has created a chaotic 
discord that indicates a forgetfulness of the Scriptural adage — "Remove not the ancient 
landmark, which thy fathers have set" (Pro 22:28, KJV). 
 However, one has to question if this ideal is either really possible or was even real at the 
time of the Patristic Era. Thomas Oden in his introduction to the Ancient Christian Commentary 
series seeks to respond to two of the problematic issues that are often raised by historians of the 
period—the misogynistic attitudes of the Church Fathers and concerns over both latent and overt 
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anti-Semitic attitudes among many of the Patristic theologians.
3
 One could grant Oden's 
argument that the misogyny charge has to be weighed in the balance of comparing early century 
considerations of women as opposed to twenty-first freedoms. However, the issue of anti-
Semitism must be weighed on a different set of scales, regardless of whether Oden has a point 
that the Fathers did not consider the Jewish people to be lesser individuals based on genetic 
and/or racial characteristics.
4
 For from Justin Martyr's Dialogue with Trypho to the early 
Adversus Judaeos as expressed by Tertullian to the Supersessionistic concepts expressed by the 
School at Alexandria,
 5
 the development of a wall of separation between the theology of the New 
Testament and its Jewish roots/context was clearly established in the first centuries of church 
history. This reality has resulted in the fact that despite the writers of the New Testament, apart 
from perhaps Luke, were Jewish, the New Testament theology that often comes across in modern 
churches reflects more of a Greek mindset than a Jewish construct. Therefore, the question that 
should be asked is the following—what has been lost in theological understanding which 
separates the "bride of Christ" from its Jewish chuppah context?  
 This paper, therefore, will seek to examine some of the key examples and individuals 
from church history in which the wall of separation was built between the theology of the New 
Testament and its Jewish roots/context. In addition, this paper will seek to consider how some 
basic theological wall foundations could and should be re-built in the twenty-first century so that 
the modern church can establish stronger New Testament theological principles. This is needed 
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today as we seek for a true everyday theological reality, a reality that cannot occur unless the 
wall between the testaments are torn down and the whole canon of Scripture are understood as a 
unified whole. For while it would be a "great story" to find the deep teachings of Augustine and 
the humanitarian gospel of Basil the Great in the pews of the Christian church, one has to 
determine if there could ever be a place for adversus Judaeos Patristic theologians such as John 
Chrysostom in the twenty-first century church. 
 
Historical Overview -- Examples and Individuals 
Replacement Theology 
 Marcel Simon asks a simple but profoundly complex question when he wrote, “When did 
this hostile attitude to the Jews first appear in the history of the growing Church?”6 Simon 
struggles to find a definitive answer, even while proposing that it even began during the writing 
of the Gospel of John, but considered it “unfolded fully in the fourth century.”7 A definitive 
answer to Simon’s question is perhaps a difficult one to concretely establish; however, the 
theology of the hostility began with one concept that demands an answer—were the Jewish 
people ever truly replaced in the economy of God’s election? If not, as this author advocates, 
why then is the Jewish context and milieu lost when one hears a twenty-first century sermon? 
General Definition 
 Kendall Soulen summarizes Replacement Theology as the concept that the Jewish people 
were the chosen people of God until their rejection of Jesus as Messiah resulted in the church of 
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God becoming the true Israel.
8
 Former Catholic priest James Carroll, in what charitably could be 
called a diatribe against his own Catholic faith and all branches of Christianity, defines the term 
as a wholistic and complete attempt in which “the Jesus movement, as it evolved into the 
Church, effectively replaced the Jews as the chosen people of God.”9 The overarching concept of 
Supersessionism is that God annulled His covenant(s) with Israel because of their rejection of 
Jesus as the Messiah, and this is the theological position that will come to the forefront during 
the Patristic Age and carry the argument for much of the two millennia of the Church Age. 
General Summation of Replacement Theology 
 Soulen, while not expressing the rancor of Carroll, explains that Supersessionism did not 
eliminate the Jewish people as a group from the covenant but instead replaced or moved them to 
a secondary position so that Gentiles could be included.
10
 However, this subordination of the 
Jewish people from the covenant(s) creates a scenario, especially when the Gentile population of 
the church proper outnumbers the Jewish contingent, in which the Jewish connection to the 
Messiahship of Jesus is lost or forgotten. Therefore, and while Soulen argues against 
Supersessionism, he understands that ultimately the Jewish people within a Replacement 
Theology mindset will be misplaced from the kingdom of God.
11
 
Second Century (Post-Johannine Influence) 
 The second century begins with a world that finds itself without the last surviving witness 
of the earthly ministry of Jesus, the beloved disciple John. The churches of the Roman Empire no 
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longer had a touchstone or first-person connection with Jesus. They are now required to operate 
based upon second-person testimony. They are in a situation similar to the world of Narnia that 
the Pevensie children returned to in Prince Caspian. The people of Narnia wanted to believe the 
written accounts of Aslan but the silence since His first arrival made it hard to continue to have 
faith.
12
 Similarly, the Christians of the second century are being oppressed by the persecutions 
and are only left with the genesis fragments of what will become the Biblical canon. Therefore, 
the teaching of the theology of Supersessionism arrived at a time when it was most ready to be 
received if for no other reason than it provided a semblance of explanation as to why the Jewish 
people did not believe in Jesus as the Jewish Messiah.  
The Didache 
 The Didache is considered one of the earliest of the Christian writings with a dating as 
early during the times of the Apostles to around AD 150 and many settling on a date of around 
the end of the first century.
13
 The idea of this work having apostolic origins or authorship 
allowed the words of The Didache to remain in the hearts of many second century Christians, 
until as Ben Swett noted that it fell out of favor when it encouraged congregational polity in 
appointing their pastors and not appointment by the bishops.
14
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 One issue that is agreed upon in the sources is that even at the end of the first century and 
beginning of the second century, the rising tide of anti-Judaism can be found in its words.
15
 
Simon in using ironic language compared the changing worship styles to a “progressive 
liberation from the Jewish forms” while Johannes Quasten was more blunt when he wrote that by 
the time of The Didache the “opposition to the Jews is already discernible.”16 The primary 
evidence within The Didache itself is the admonition to not fast or pray as the “hypocrites” do 
which is apparently code for the Jewish fasts and type of praying.
17
 Huub van de Sandt and 
David Flusser argue that this admonition against hypocrisy was directed against the using of 
tefillin by Jewish believers in their prayer times.
18
 Therefore, and while Supersessionism 
officially had not raised its position during the time The Didache was written, the beginning 
opposition to Jewish practices and worship was already coming to the forefront. 
Ignatius of Antioch 
 As Ignatius of Antioch approached the city of Rome in AD 115 and was preparing for, 
perhaps even desiring, a martyr’s death, he pens seven letters to churches throughout the empire 
to provide them some parting words and thoughts from a beloved pastor.
19
 Among the words 
written by Ignatius were letters to the churches at Philadelphia and Magnesia were words that 
would further assist in the development of Supersessionism. The words were perhaps meant to 
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respond similarly to Paul’s objection of the Judaizers in Colossae; however, they result in 
creating more animosity towards the physical descendants of Jesus and the Apostles.
20
 
 In chapter eight of the “Letter to the Magnesians,” we can find evidence of Ignatius’ 
argument that the prophets of the Tanakh were in essence always Christian and not Jewish for 
they were persecuted for they “lived according to Christ Jesus. On this account also they were 
persecuted, being inspired by His grace to fully convince the unbelieving that there is one God, 
who has manifested Himself by Jesus Christ His Son, who is His eternal Word,…”21 The longer 
version of chapter ten simply states, “For where there is Christianity, there cannot be Judaism.”22  
 Within the letter to the Philadelphians, Ignatius plants the thought which will blossom 
into full-fledged accusations of deicide when he writes in chapter six, “not less than the Jews 
who killed Christ.”23 Therefore, the letters of Ignatius, and especially given that the pastor was 
headed towards martyrdom in Rome, were influential at seed planting an idea that will become 
fully realized by the later time of the Patristic Era in the doctrine of Supersessionism. 
Epistle of Barnabas 
 The Epistle of Barnabas has an authorship that is unknown and a dating that is uncertain 
but estimated around AD 135.
24
 The Epistle of Barnabas also blames the Jewish people for 
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crimes against the Jewish Messiah Jesus. Tim Hegedus is correct when he draws attention to the 
fact that the anonymous author of this epistle is fascinated with all things Jewish; however, his 
argument that “Barnabas” wants to draw them to “belief in Jesus” fails what is commonly called 
the “smell test.”25 In chapters thirteen and fourteen, Barnabas attempts to not simply replace the 
Jewish people in the covenant relationship by comparing them to Manasseh (not Ephraim) and 
Esau (not Jacob) in that the younger will rule over the elder but also to argue that the Jewish 
people first lost their place in the covenant when Moses broke the tablets at Mount Sinai.
26
  
Justin Martyr 
 The most transformative name among the second century writers and leaders is perhaps 
the name of Justin Martyr. Born in ca. AD 100 in Flavia Neapolis near the ruins of what was 
Shechem in Palestine, Jerome died proclaiming the name of Jesus in AD 165.
27
 His legacy is 
secured as a martyr and a saint. However, his writings also reveal a man who sought to replace 
the Jewish people in the economy of God’s covenant promises. 
 This superseding of the Jewish people is recognized primarily, but not solely, in the work 
Dialogue with Trypho. Peter Richardson and John Gager argue that Justin was the first to 
advocate Supersessionism; however, and as has already been shown that the Epistle of Barnabas 
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was actually the first written document to express this view.
28
 Matthew Bates considered in one 
work just exactly how Justin utilized the Tanakh to not only hermeneutically a way to eliminate 
the Jewish people from the promises of Zion but also to have Jesus as designated as the true 
Israel.
29
 This is contrast to Justin’s actual words in chapter 29 of the dialogue when he writes the 
following; however, the idea of replacement is definitely present. 
For these words have neither been prepared by me, nor embellished by the art of 
man; but David sung them, Isaiah preached them, Zechariah proclaimed them, 
and Moses wrote them. Are you acquainted with them, Trypho? They are 
contained in your Scriptures, or rather not yours, but ours. For we believe 
them; but you, though you read them, do not catch the spirit that is in them 
(emphasis added).
30
 
 
The dating for Dialogue with Trypho (ca. AD 150)
31
 follows the Jewish Bar Cochba rebellion 
and catastrophe in AD 150.
32
 Therefore, AD 150 also represents a dark time in Jewish history as 
it includes the deaths of untold thousands of Jewish men, women, and children.
33
 However, and 
instead of providing solace to the Jewish people, it is especially telling that Justin chose to write 
the evangelistic purpose for the dialogue that was anything but friendship evangelism building:  
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I do not process to have a mere verbal controversy with you, as I have not 
attempted to establish proof about Christ from the passages of Scripture which are 
not admitted by you? Which I quoted from the words of Jeremiah the prophet, and 
Esdras, and David; but from those which are even now admitted by you, which 
had your teachers comprehended, be well assured they would have deleted them, 
as they did those about the death of Isaiah, whom you sawed asunder with a 
wooden saw.
34
 
 
Third Century (The Ante-Nicene Period) 
 After Justin Martyr and his Dialogue with Trypho, the third century church continued to 
carry on the idea of Replacement Theology and actually built upon it. The transformation of the 
Jewish Scriptures to something which Moses and the prophets would not have recognized was 
allegorized by an exegete and brought before the bar by a jurist turned theologian. The period 
leading up to the Council of Nicaea continued the divide begun in the second century and created 
a seemingly irreparable theological wall that needs to be repaired today for both the sake of 
Jewish evangelism as well as for the full blossoming of Biblical teaching in the church today. 
Origen 
 Bryan Litfin refers to the third century exegetical scholar Origen as the “Man of Steel” in 
consideration of his courage under the Decian persecutions in AD 250.
35
 He was a Christian who 
loved God and suffered for his faith. He was also a man who contributed exegetical prowess in 
order to disenfranchise the Jewish people from their covenant heritage.  
 Litfin attempts to defend Origen’s allegorical interpretation of Scripture by describing it 
as “the difference between Origen’s exegesis and our own has to do with the stance of the human 
interpreter in relation to the Bible” and that Origen saw Scripture as “invested … with multiple 
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layers of meaning.”36 However, and despite Origen’s engagement with Judaism and Jewish 
literature, one of the primary purposes in this allegorization process was to eliminate any sense 
of Jewish connection to the Hebrew Scriptures.
37
 
 Simon notes that Origen’s rationale for Moses breaking the tablets of the law, the core 
essence of Judaism, was that Moses rejected the legalism found in the words and knew that what 
God really wanted was obedience to the spirit of the Law.
38
 We find in Origen’s own words in 
the Commentary on John passages of replacing the Jewish people from God’s salvific economy: 
That people which was called of old the people of God was divided into twelve 
tribes, and over and above the other tribes it had the levitical order, which itself 
again carried on the service of God in various priestly and levitical suborders. In 
the same manner, it appears to me that the whole people of Christ, when we 
regard it in the aspect of the hidden man of the heart, that people which is 
called "Jew inwardly," and is circumcised in the spirit, has in a more mystic 
way the characteristics of the tribes (emphasis added).
39
 
 
Origen also refers to the Passover “of the Jews” as “in those heavenly things of which the 
shadow was present to the Jews on earth,...”40 In addition, Origen was one of those who also 
sought to deny the Jewish heritage of Timothy in Acts 16 because they would rather see Paul’s 
choices as someone who would “occasionally act against his own principles if the setting 
demanded it.”41 Origen could make that determination because he saw in Israel a “benign 
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providence” that would create availability for the salvation of the world.42 However, he also 
argued that any Jewish believer in Jesus who persisted in retaining their Jewish heritage are 
guilty of not “wholeheartedly embracing the full truth.”43 Therefore, the argument could be made 
that the chasm begun in the second century now had an “exegetical” justification for it. 
Tertullian 
 Tertullian is another Patristic theologian in which what is known about his birth and early 
life is best shrouded in mystery. An estimation as to the time he was born includes a range cover 
between AD 155 and 160.
44
 He had no apparent theological position within the Christian church 
and Justo González makes the argument that perhaps he was a lawyer.
45
  
 While a consistent thread of anti-Judaism is present in many of Tertullian’s writings, 
including de Pudicita and First Apology, attention will be solely devoted to his Adversus 
Judaeos (An Answer to the Jews). A generic definition of what exactly was this Adversus 
Judaeos genre in early Christian history is simply “early Christian writings of late antiquity 
which tried to prove that Christianity was superior to Judaism.”46   
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In a quick examination of his Adversus Judaeos, Tertullian does not consider Psalm 2 to 
be a reigning song of David but instead a promise of Gentiles coming to faith in Jesus. He writes, 
“And if these blessings accrue through Christ, they will not have been prophesied of another than 
Him through whom we consider them to have been accomplished.”47 In other words, there 
appears to be no fulfillment as it applies to King David who wrote the Psalm perhaps because it 
might benefit the Jewish people. Tertullian has been described by Clark Williamson in relation to 
his attitudes towards the Jewish people with these words, “[T]he conflict between Judaism and 
Tertullian’s Christ is strong, bitter, and profound.”48  It is bitter because Tertullian’s 
Supersessionistic tendencies cause him to reflect on the “superiority” of Christianity over the 
“ethnocentric” and displaced Judaism of his century.49 Ultimately, Tertullian views the Jewish 
people as “divorced” from God.50 He also blamed them for the death of Jesus with these words, 
“Accordingly, all the synagogue of Israel did slay Him, saying to Pilate, when he was desirous 
to dismiss him, ‘His blood be upon us, and upon our children;’” (emphasis added).51 
Fourth and Fifth Centuries (Post-Nicaea to the Vulgate) 
 The beginning days of the fourth century saw Constantine's "profession of faith" and the 
scope of the Christian church made a dramatic swing. The battle for survival turned to a battle 
for doctrinal purity and the clearest example of this struggle was over the place of Jesus in the 
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Godhead that was fought at the Council of Nicaea in AD 325.
52
  However, Nicaea still provides 
examples of anti-Jewish and Supersessionist thought, including the need to secure a date for 
remembering the Resurrection of Jesus that was separated from its moorings of Passover.
53
 This 
final historical section will seek to illustrate how the separation of the second century that 
became a wall in the third ultimately becomes an almost impassable fortress in the fourth and 
fifth centuries. This illustration can be achieved by briefly examining three of the most famous 
theologians of the Patristic Era: Augustine, John Chrysostom, and Jerome. 
Augustine 
 Carroll offers the opinion that Augustine’s conversion to Christianity was perhaps the 
second most important moment in the Patristic Age. Indeed, Augustine’s life (AD 354-430) can 
be viewed on a quasi-mythic proportions. To go from a Manichean to a bishop of the North 
African community of Hippo to a theologian that influences both Catholic and Protestant dogma 
on a significant level is a life not only worth living but also worth telling.
54
 He also was attracted 
to the theology of Supersessionism and his position of the “Jewish Witness” concept, will be 
explored here through only two of his writings: Adversus Judaeos and The City of God.  
 In essence, Augustine’s concept of the “Jewish Witness” can be summarized as the need 
for the Jewish people to exist so that the world can understand the damnation one will experience 
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if they do not follow Jesus Christ.
55
 Augustine’s caution to the church, while not calling for the 
death of the Jewish people as one can aver that John Chrysostom did, still became a great burden 
for the Jewish people to bear during Augustine’s time and including through this present day. In 
The City of God, Augustine wrote of this witness motif with these words: 
Therefore God has shown the Church in her enemies the Jews the grace of His 
compassion, since, as saith the apostle, ‘their offence is the salvation of the 
Gentiles.’  And therefore He has not slain them, that is, He has not let the 
knowledge that they are Jews be lost in them, although they have been conquered 
by the Romans, lest they should forget the law of God, and their testimony should 
be of no avail in this matter of which we treat. But it was not enough that he 
should say, “Slay them not, lest they should at last forget Thy law,” unless he had 
also added, “Disperse them;” because if they had only been in their own land with 
that testimony of the Scriptures, and not every where, certainly the Church which 
is everywhere could not have had them as witnesses among all nations to the 
prophecies which were sent before concerning Christ.
56
 
 
In Augustine’s Adversus Judaeos, we are exposed to a dichotomy of positions as it relates 
to the Jewish people. He can be welcoming as he is in book ten when he writes, “[L]et us 
proclaim them with great love for the Jews.”57 He also perhaps sought to be evangelistic 
/apologetic when one examines his phrasing in books six and nine: 
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Clearly, a new covenant is promised, not according to that covenant which was 
made with the people when they were led out of Egypt. Since, then, there are in 
the Old Testament precepts which we who belong to the New Testament are not 
compelled to observe, why do not the Jews realize that they have remained 
stationary in useless antiquity rather than hurl charges against us who hold fast to 
the new promises, because we do not observe the old?... Finally, with what words 
do you cry out against such evidence?  Why do you continue to exalt yourselves 
so impudently beyond measure that you perish all the more miserably, and with 
graver destruction?
58
 
 
Ultimately, he was neither evangelistic nor welcoming to the Jewish people. His position on the 
Jewish people, especially in light of his influence on doctrine for more than a thousand years, 
was such that he only made a large wall even more impassable. 
John Chrysostom 
 Church history has given acclaim to many great men who were able to captivate and 
evangelize the masses, including but not limited to Billy Graham, Jonathan Edwards, and 
Charles Spurgeon. However, the first great Christian orator, the one to whom the nickname 
“Golden Mouth” was given was John Chrysostom (AD 349-407).59 From a widow’s son to the 
pastor of Constantinople, Chrysostom captivated audience as well as driving them toward an 
antipathy of the Jewish people that was unprecedented until his time.
60
  
 Robert L. Wilken attempts to defend what will be illustrated as Chrysostom’s anti-
Judaism by appealing to culture and politics of the fourth century.
61
 He puts forth a position that 
Chrysostom was reacting to the Christians who were behaving as Jews (Judaizers) and not the 
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Jewish people themselves.
62
 However, his arguments fall into question when he compares the 
observance of Jewish festival as participating in the “rites of a rival religious group.”63 However, 
and as Christine Shephardson points out in two separate works, the sermons delivered in Antioch 
in AD 386-387 were both against the Judaizers in the church at Antioch and against the Jewish 
people personally. She does acknowledge that Chrysostom was angry at the Judaizers but she 
views the majority of his venom as to be directed as the Jewish people.
64
 The words revealed do 
speak for themselves for not only are they are rebuke of the Judaizers but also an expression of 
antipathy towards the Jewish people.
65
 
What is this disease? The festivals of the pitiful and miserable Jews are soon to 
march upon us one after the other and in quick succession: the feast of Trumpets, 
the feast of Tabernacles, the fasts. There are many in our ranks who say they think 
as we do. Yet some of these are going to watch the festivals and others will join 
the Jews in keeping their feasts and observing their fasts. I wish to drive this 
perverse custom from the Church right now…. But now that the Jewish festivals 
are close by and at the very door, if I should fail to cure those who are sick with 
the Judaizing disease. I am afraid that, because of their ill-suited association and 
deep ignorance, some Christians may partake in the Jews' transgressions; once 
they have done so, I fear my homilies on these transgressions will be in vain. For 
… once they have committed this sin it will be useless for me to apply the 
remedy.
66
 
 
There is a lack of the Jewish side of Jesus for Chrysostom as well as something deeper and more 
insidious.  
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But at any rate the Jews say that they, too, adore God. God forbid that I say that. 
No Jew adores God! Who say so? The Son of God say so. For he said: "If you 
were to know my Father, you would also know me. But you neither know me nor 
do you know my Father". Could I produce a witness more trustworthy than the 
Son of God? If, then, the Jews fail to know the Father, if they crucified the Son, if 
they thrust off the help of the Spirit, who should not make bold to declare plainly 
that the synagogue is a dwelling of demons? God is not worshipped there. Heaven 
forbid! From now on it remains a place of idolatry.
67
 
 
 Perhaps these words reflect a pastor who is concerned as Shephardson hypothesizes over 
the heresy of Nestorianism.
68
 Perhaps the non-verbal cues delivered by Chrysostom during his 
sermon would soften the harshness of the words as they are read in the twenty-first century. 
Perhaps is an operative word; however, there is no way to soften his words and the Christian 
church today is only left with being able to judge a man, a pastor, a gifted orator by what he is 
most known by—his words. It is these words that have caused some of the greatest divides 
between Christians and the Jewish relatives of the Messiah. 
Jerome 
Jerome’s year of birth ranges from AD 331 to 347.69 His first efforts toward living a holy 
life after coming to faith in Jesus was to live a solitary life with the ascetics; however, he is best 
known for his work in writing and translating the Scriptures.
70
 Jerome died around AD 420 and 
left his Vulgate, that truly has changed the world, and an interesting relationship with the Jewish 
people that places a unique bookend on the Patristic Era.
71
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Jerome was unique during this time frame as he had no compunction but to seek out 
Jewish rabbis for assistance in understanding the passages from the Old Testament.
72
  Michael 
Graves sees it as a part of his “method of interpretation” in his desire “to uncover the meaning of 
the text ad litteram or iuxta historiam.”73 Therefore, an appropriate question to be asked and 
answered is just what was his relationship with the Jewish people? 
Jerome saw Judas as emblematic of the Jewish people as a whole, despite the assistance 
he received from rabbis in learning Hebrew.
74
  He also wrote this invective towards the Jewish 
people as he was penning an acrimonious letter towards Augustine (Letter LXXV):  
If, however, there is for us no alternative but to receive the Jews into the Church, 
along with the usages prescribed by their law; if, in short, it shall be declared 
lawful for them to continue in the Churches of Christ what they have been 
accustomed to practice in the synagogues of Satan, I will tell you my opinion of 
the matter, they will not become Christians, but they will make us Jews 
(emphasis added).
75
 
 
He also wrote to Augustine, “…I may boldly declare that the Jewish ceremonies are to Christians 
both hurtful and fatal; and that whoever observes them, whether he be Jew or Gentile originally, 
is cast into the pit of perdition (emphasis added).”76 Ultimately, his commentary on Haggai that 
advocates that the synagogue has been replaced by the Church reveals his ultimate position.
77
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Rebuilding the Church's Theological Principles: Making the "Bride of Yeshua" Jewish 
Again 2,000 Years Later 
 
 As this paper has initially considered the early history of the Church Age and how this 
period of time sought to build a wall between the Jewishness of Jesus and His disciples and what 
will come to be known as New Testament theology, it is now time to consider not only what has 
been lost by their actions, both inadvertently and intentionally, but also to seek ways to tear 
down a wall that has been even more disastrous for Christendom than the one in Berlin was for 
Europe in the latter part of the twentieth-century. Therefore, the final section of this presentation 
will consider three issues that were created by our Church Fathers and ways in which they can be 
rectified. Rectified for both theological academia and for the church laity that knows there is 
something more to the Old Testament but they simply do not know where to begin. 
#1 -- Reading the Hebrew Scriptures for What Is There and Not for Possible Prophecies 
 One of the most difficult verses in all of Scripture is the seemingly innocuous Mt 2:15, 
"He remained there until the death of Herod. This was to fulfill what had been spoken by the 
Lord through the prophet: ‘OUT OF EGYPT I CALLED MY SON.’" With this verse, we are 
confronted with a question—was Matthew finding, inventing and/or understanding a prophecy? 
For Hosea 11:1 states, "When Israel was a youth I loved him, And out of Egypt I called My son." 
At first glance, and out of context of the prophet Hosea’s intent, it appears to be an obvious 
prophetic connection; however, both passages (Matthew and Hosea) need to be understood in 
light of their original and Jewish intent. For even though, Manlio Simonetti was dealing with 
different passages in his appendix to Biblical Interpretation in the Early Church, the lesson he 
imparts covers the Matthew-Hosea texts as well—"…the first obvious point to make is that the 
scriptural passages used for doctrinal ends [by many Patristic exegetes] were normally taken out 
of their original context and considered in isolation, producing results sometimes quite foreign to 
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the sense which they would have had if interpreted within their proper context."
78
 And while 
Sidney Greidanus might defend Theodore of Mopsuestia as an example of one Church Father 
who did not see Matthew 2:15 as a prophecy,
79
 he apparently was the exception and not the rule.  
However, this approach can create problems as it does with the Hosea-Matthew 
connection. Was Hosea creating a prophecy with a simple phrase that would be disconnected 
and/or out of context from the rest of the section? Was Matthew inventing a prophecy where 
none was there? Or is there something missing that we as the twenty-first church do not see 
because we have defaulted to the church fathers and our desire to find prophecies everywhere in 
the Hebrew Scriptures? Therefore, this leads to a hermeneutical principle that modern exegetes 
should and could glean—recognize that seeking to find double fulfillment in some of the 
“minor” prophecies can often create more exegetical issues than they solve. Therefore, we 
should perhaps investigate another hermeneutical approach codified before the Patristic Age … 
what did the rabbis say because perhaps the writers of the Gospel were utilizing them as well. 
 Rabbi Hillel, who was one of the leading scholars before Jesus began his earthly ministry, 
developed seven rules for interpreting Scripture. One of these rules was called G’zerah Shavah 
which teaches the idea of “equivalence of expressions” and conveys the idea that one can find a 
meaning (arguably an allegorical approach) and make a devotional/hermeneutical application 
(drash in Hebrew).
80
 Therefore, one could argue that Matthew was not necessarily making a 
prophecy fulfillment connection but a Hillelian G’zerah Shavah application for Matthew was a 
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Jewish man who would have been exposed to the teachings of Hillel. Simonetti also 
acknowledges this Hillelian influence, even if he does not refer to it in these words, and this is 
something that was missing in the Patristic Era and in the modern church era.
81
 Perhaps it is 
something that we need to consider again as we exegete the Bible in the twenty-first century for 
it does not negate the Messianic prophecies that was categorically observable such as Isaiah 53 
and Daniel 9 but simply allows to embrace the Jewishness of the text and the Jewishness of the 
authors themselves. By doing so, the wall between the testaments begins to reveal cracks in its 
foundation and the church body begins to discover the Jewishness of Jesus that fills in the gaps 
of His story for all the laity to discover. 
#2 -- Finding the Truths that Early Rabbinic Thought Can Offer the Modern Church 
Dr. Philip Palmer and this presenter in the seminar, "Use of the Old Testament in the 
New Testament," argued that early rabbinic thought has a great deal to teach the modern 
Christian church in the understanding of the New Testament. The rationale for this argument was 
based upon two premises:  (1) awareness of rabbinic thought assists in understanding the 
historical and religious contexts at play during the writings of the Gospels, epistolary material 
and apocalyptic sections and (2) rabbinic thought can also provide additional material in 
developing a response to Jewish positions which run counter to the teachings as it relates to 
Jesus’ Messiahship and divinity.  In consideration of the historical and religious contexts at play 
during Jesus’ ministry and the writing of the Gospels, scholars, pastors, and the laity would be 
well-advised to remember that Jesus was categorically Jewish from the ritual of circumcision 
(Luke 2:22-39), to the possible ritual of manhood known as the Bar Mitzvah in Luke 2:41-51,
82
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to the observance of the feasts including Hanukkah of John 10:22-31.  By incorporating the 
rabbinic thought, a third caveat can now be added to the two mentioned earlier. Nuances will no 
longer be missed for the laity and depth of meaning to such passages as John 10 will provide 
insight that once was lost for two millennia. Lost because the Church Fathers lost the core 
essentials of Jesus' Jewishness. Lost because the Church Fathers sought to replace the Jewish 
people in the Hebrew Scriptures. Lost because allegory became a more popular approach to 
interpretation than the plain meaning of Scripture, even if that Scripture was Levitical in nature. 
#3 -- Confronting the Harmful Ramifications of Replacement Theology 
 The Hebrew Scriptures should not be forgotten by the modern church but neither should 
it be utilized as a means to replace the Jewish people as God’s Chosen People. This was the 
mistake that the Church Fathers made in the early days of church history. This was a mistake that 
the church made for more than a millennia during the Middle Ages. This is a mistake that many 
churches continue to make today. 
 This mistake is made not only because they have "forgotten" that the Bible was written 
by Jewish authors to an originally Jewish audience about a Jewish Messiah with the message that 
the Jewish people were to be light to the Gentiles … and this is the message of both testaments.83 
This mistake is made because they have also chosen to either allegorize, perhaps accidentally, for 
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application purposes or abandon preaching from the Tanakh because the narrative genre is too 
difficult to preach when everything must have an application in this day and age. However, there 
are application possibilities in the narrative genres of the historical stories of the Old Testament. 
There are application possibilities even in the book of Leviticus (i.e., holiness). However, it takes 
work and a recognition that these lessons were first for the Jewish people and then for the rest of 
us … just like Romans 1:16 tells us. There is no need to replace and/or supersede the Jewish 
people but simply enjoy the fact that we have been grafted into the same root and can enjoy the 
rewards from this fact.  
 The Church Fathers have something to teach the modern age because they were among 
the first to examine the Scriptures in a post-Jesus world. They made mistakes. They created 
problems that we as a twenty-first century Christian model are still trying to rectify; however, 
their love the Word of God is evident. Therefore, we can learn from them and at times we can 
even emulate them as long as we maintain the twin concepts of balance and careful scrutiny of 
their exegesis. However, the one error that we in the modern church age must never make that 
the Patristic exegetes made is to forget that Christianity is nothing more than Judaism Realized.  
 For when the Patristics forgot that the "Jesus was Jewish," the door becomes open for 
doctrinal error and the church will often lose its forcefulness and impact in the modern age. The 
Wall that divides the Scriptures will remain and the Wall between the Church and the world will 
continue to divide the lost from the Gospel that is present from Genesis to Revelation, from the 
covenant promises of Abraham to the realization of Jesus as our High Priest in Hebrews. And to 
paraphrase the words of Ronald Reagan, "Mr. Chrysostom, Tear Down This Wall."
84
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